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 Robert Mark Kamen was the producer of the film. It stars Michael – Robert – as the leader of a group of ninja assassins and
Naomie Harris as an FBI agent trying to prevent a terrorist attack in New York City. The film was released in the United States
on September 23, 2009. Plot Henry Gin is a freelance hitman working for a mysterious organization known as The Corporation.

When a long-time asset of The Corporation, known only as Mark (played by the late actor Yutaka Fujita), is killed in cold
blood, it is up to Gin and his cohorts to stop the assassins, whom they dub "Vipers". The Vipers have targeted an important man
on the New York City political scene and are not afraid to use deadly force to accomplish their ends. It is later revealed that the
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target is a corrupt former US President named Eric Forrester. Ninja assassin Mark has six months to live, and the Vipers are
after him. Gin, however, also wants to get to Mark. He asks his team to pose as cleaning ladies to access the apartment where

Mark is holed up. While there, they find that Mark is sending out coded messages to a fellow assassin named Selina in an
attempt to warn her of the danger she is in. While the assassins are away, Forrester is assassinated. Forrester's death, however,
does not stop The Corporation from trying to kill the assassins. Gin sends his aide Rachel to question Selina, who was recently
recruited by Mark to work for The Corporation. Rachel notes that Selina is unstable. She then sends Selina back into the field.

Gin soon discovers that The Corporation has a plan to detonate bombs around the world that will wipe out all their enemies. The
plan is being orchestrated by The Corporation's founder, Mr. Saito. Forrester's brother, James, is informed of his brother's death
by Rachel and attempts to thwart The Corporation's plan. Unfortunately, The Corporation has already set the bombs to detonate
once the bombs are aboard a plane flying from Chicago to Tokyo. The Corporation tracks the bombs to the airport and arrives
at the same time as James, but to his dismay, the Corporation can do nothing to stop the bombs. As the plane takes off, Rachel
unmasks herself as an agent working for The Corporation. Rachel goes back to her employers to announce that she knows their

plan. Gin and his team go to Selina's apartment in 82157476af
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